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Abstract 
Mobile Augmented Reality (MAR) are increasing and now becoming a trend. New trending 
investment in augmented reality and virtual reality keep growing rapidly. The purpose of this 
paper is to give information and reviews for MAR game’s company, AR game designers or 
educators to follow appropriate game design elements in creating mobile augmented reality 
game’s design. This paper concludes that the current trends of MAR games and reviews can 
measure the appropriate mobile augmented reality game’s elements in creating interface 
design.  
Keywords: Mobile Augmented Reality, Game Design, and Elements. 
 
Introduction 

Mobile augmented reality games technology become worldwide heading after the release 
of the trending MAR games Pokemon GO and became the leading game application labels 
worldwide. (Augmented Reality Statistic and Facts, 2018). Augmented reality overlay with 
elements like 3D model objects, text information or multimedia elements onto real world 
images (Hsieh & Lin, 2011). According to Perkins (2018), from the survey shows huge majority 
of professional respondents assume developers to emphasis their efforts over the next year 
on producing AR applications and tools for smartphones (82%) and gaming maintained the 
segment projected to attract the most AR or VR-related investment. However, less is 
acknowledged on how to implement game design patterns to augmented reality (Antonaci et 
al., 2015). There is no specific guidelines or appropriate elements guideline when creating 
mobile augmented reality games design interface. This paper emphasis on game design 
elements and focus is to guide the MAR game’s company, AR game designers and educators 
to use appropriate elements in creating interface design. Firstly, this paper exhibits the basic 
elements of mobile augmented reality (Section 2) as the basis of my current PhD research. 
Secondly, design development of appropriate games design elements for mobile augmented 
reality (Section 3) to find gaps between this game design elements. Lastly, his paper will have 
the conclusion and future work. 
 
Basic Elements of Mobile Augmented Reality 

Mobile Augmented Reality (MAR) is known as a type of Augmented Reality that use mobile 
devices such as smartphone or tablet. Augmented reality enhances graphic design, motion, 
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sounds, and real world. Both smartphones and video games are under the development of 
augmented reality, p.3. (Dirin et al. 2018).  Furthermore, Augmented Reality is not only limited 
to visual or graphic design interfaces but also infrequently include audio or voice command, 
and haptic interfaces (Dunser et al. 2007). Voice command, hand gestures to control virtual 
buttons for MAR objects, and movement gestures are examples of new GUI components that 
can relate to MAR applications. This section 2 lists the 12 basic elements of mobile augmented 
reality based on existing research about MAR games. 12 MAR elements such as 2D graphic 
design, 3D graphic design, 2D animation, 3D animation, text, image, recording, audio / sound, 
voice commands, video, haptic feedback, and interactive maps (GPS location).  
 
Image (2D graphic design / 3D graphic design) 

Images and graphics produced by the computer in variety of types such as 2D graphic 
design and 3D graphic design (illustration, cartoons / game character and others), bitmap 
images, photography, and vector images. In the bitmap images, it needs the number of pixels 
to create appropriate width, height, and colour depth. However, vector images are created 
from drawing elements such as shape, circles, form, value, line, perspective, space, 
rectangles, colour, and texture to create object or image. Image formats used for vector 
images are JPEG, GIF, PNG, and TIFF.  
 
Animation (2D animation / 3D animation) 

Animation contained images showed so fast and continuous movement. Two basic types 
of animations are frame animation and path animation. Two-dimensional animation animates 
still images by the flat X and Y axis in the screen. Meanwhile, three-dimensional animation 
have three axis to show the images from all the viewpoints such as X, Y, and Z (depth) axis.  

 
Text 

Text is the common way to give the information and basic elements in multimedia. In 
multimedia, there are two types of text used which are static text and hypertext. Static text 
fit well in the graphics design for explanation (textual information) and is easy to read. While 
hypertext or hyperlinked media, includes the text and links that provides the flexibility of 
choice for user to navigate the material. 
 
Sound / Audio / Recording / Voice commands 

Sound, audio, recording, and voice commands are all inside the multimedia system. Sound 
or audio are deep element for special effects for mood background setting. Sound sampling 
(sample size, bit depth, and resolution) is stored as a digital information. Then, the digital 
recording is the sound recorded on an audio by using microphone or other devices in an 
analogue format which then converted to digital format (sound sampling) to be stored. Next, 
voice commands systems are the hands-free interaction with the device, and it has noise 
cancelling microphone to recognize user voice. This voice commands systems can trigger basic 
command for menu such as open, play, save, mute, and other commands. 

 
Video 

Videos are motion picture, the recorded real events and displayed on the screen, as an 
advertisement and the sources to convey information. The player can control the video 
through fast forward buttons, start, stop, and rewind. 
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Haptic feedback 
Haptic feedback is guide movement from the touch from hand or body gestures. The 

feedback is the reaction from the game after the player made choices or changes and give 
information related with the decision that was taken from the player and effecting the game, 
(Cavalcanti et. al., 2019).   
 
Interactive maps (GPS location) 

Interactive maps or global positioning system (GPS) is the current element used in mapping 
routes and current position for player in the game. If the position of all cameras in both virtual 
and physical can detect movements, at that point digital objects (hidden object) can be 
rendered and pop up in the display. Inside AR games, the pose of the camera (x, y, z, pitch, 
roll) can detect how good the players interact with the avatar (game characters), (Eishita, et. 
al. 2018). 
 
Game Design Elements for Mobile Augmented Reality 

According to Noor et al. (2015), the previous research in AR games also implemented game 
design elements but there are not many discussions about the important aspects in 
gamification platform such as reward system including badges, points, and others. Other 
researchers also list the same game design elements such as levels, quests, achievement, 
avatars, challenges, leader boards and others. In section 3, 13 game design elements of 
mobile augmented reality are listed based on existing research about MAR games. The 13 
games design elements for MAR are avatar, task or quest, hints, levels, points or coins, 
leaderboards badges, navigate location, score, time, digital object (hidden object), rewards, 
achievement, and narrative storytelling. 
  
Rewards, achievement or goals, points, score, coins, levels, and leaderboards badges. 

Rewards element are related with the player's achievement in specific skills and 
challenges. The rewards are basically in the form badges, extra powers, medals, and others, 
(Ferreira-Brito et. al., 2019). Meanwhile, the score elements in a game system is intended to 
notify player about their level progression in the game, with more points means more 
successful. Basically, the reward points are in the form of points, coins or money, levels, life 
bar, and leaderboards. Leaderboards are based on competition among player in one game. 
For example, when the only first player to achieve a goal will get badge reward, (Broer, 2017). 
 
Mission and time (task, quest, and hints) 

Missions in games encourage the player to explore and challenge themselves to achieve 
specific task, quest, or hints. This is different for score, point, badges, and others that make 
player interested in collecting something (Wee & Choong, 2019). Meanwhile, time limit in 
game play will give player pressure of time control to achieve the highest score possible or 
complete a quest or task. For example, life bar in game's score element, the player will lose 
score every time if they do not complete the game's task (Filipa et. al., 2019). 

 
Avatar 

The avatar creation and digital personas in the game with multiple basic function represent 
the gamer. Avatar creation in fantasy world enables the player to choose their role-play with 
variety identities, appearance (skin colour, hair, height, and others), and traits like leadership, 
confidence, and others (Stavropoulos et. al., 2020). 
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Navigate Location 
Navigate location system in mobile augmented reality become a popular element after 

Pokemon Go hit the game's market. This navigation system can detect the current position of 
the player in the game with global positioning system (GPS) and it is used in mapping routes. 
The mapping routes are to detect digital objects (hidden object) that can be rendered and 
pop out on player’s mobile screen. 
 
Digital object (hidden object) 

Haptic Interaction Point (HIP) device will interact with digital object or hidden object when 
the player's current position is in point-based haptic (Kaklanis et. al., 2013). Hidden objects 
are considered as valuable items that player need to collect and achieve. These hidden objects 
will appear on player’s screen when they reach a specific place. 
 
Narrative storytelling 

Narrative storytelling in digital platforms can convey important information to player 
through stories and get the players to interact. The main outcomes of storytelling in games 
are it can increase players’ knowledge and give more impacts to the players. (Gomez et. al., 
2019). Narrative storytelling basically consists of plot, dialogues, characters, theme, and 
others. 
 
Basic Elements and Games Design Elements for Mobile Augmented Reality 

This paper empirically analysed basic elements of mobile augmented reality and games 
design elements for mobile augmented reality. It studied the existing MAR games available in 
the digital market based on discussion from previous literature review. 
 

Table 1. Examples of Previous Research in AR Games 

No Researchers AR Games AR Elements Game Design 
Elements 

1. Liberati, 
(2018) 
 

Pokemon Go by 
Niantic 

Interactive maps (GPS 
locations), 3D Graphic 
Design, text, sound, 
and 3D animation 

Avatar, task, 
levels, points, 
navigate 
location, and 
score. 

iButterfly by 
Dentsu Inc 

2D Image and 
Interactive maps 

Navigate 
location and 
digital objects 

Geocaching Interactive maps  Navigate 
location and 
hidden objects 

Ingress by Niantic 
and Google 

Interactive maps (GPS 
coordinates) 

Digital objects 
and Navigate 
location 

2. Montero et 
al., (2019) 

AR GREP, Designing 
and implementing 
interactive 
and realistic AR 
experiences 

3D graphic design, 3D 
animation, Image, 
video, and audio 

Time, Score, 
and coins 
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3. Huang et al. 
(2017) 

Discovery 
Augmented Reality 
Mobile Gaming 
Scheme for 
Understanding 
Colour 
Fundamentals 

Text and 2D graphics 
design. 

Levels, quest, 
and rewards 

4. Yigitcanlar, 
(2016) 
 

Scavenger hunt 
games, Augmented 
Reality Games for 
Increasing Physical 
Activity.  

Image, video, and 
Interactive maps (GPS 
coordinates) 

Hints, quest, 
and navigate 
location. 

5. Kasapakis & 
Gavalas, 
(2017) 

Order Elimination Interactive maps, 2D 
Graphic Design, and 
2D animation. 

Navigate 
location, and 
points 

Kasapakis & 
Gavalas, 
(2014) 

ManHunt Interactive maps 
(Google maps) 

Navigate 
location 

6. Dunleavy & 
Dede, (2014) 

Dino Dig AR Game Video, basic interface, 
and Interactive maps 
(GPS coordinates) 

Narrative 
storytelling, 
quest, badge, 
achievement, 
and navigate 
location. 

Powhatan Village 
AR game 

Text and 2D graphics 
design. 

Narrative 
storytelling and 
score. 

7. Schroeter et 
al., (2014) 

AR and 
Gamification 
Concepts to 
Reduce Driver 
Boredom and Risk-
Taking Behaviours 

Texts and graphics 
design. 

Points and 
leaderboards 
badges. 

8. Eleftheria et 
al., (2013) 

AR Game for 
Science Education 

Applied all the 
multimedia elements 
such as audio, images, 
2D animation, text, 
sound, and video.  

Score and 
leaderboard 

9. Wang et al., 
(2013) 

Game-Based AR 
Library Instruction 
System (GARLIS) in 
Elementary 
Schools. 

Text, 3D graphics 
design, and audio. 

Narrative 
storytelling 

10. ThoughtShas
tra., (2013) 

Temple Treasure 
Hunt Game, 

2D Graphic Design 
and Interactive maps 
(GPS coordinates) 

Narrative 
storytelling, 
hints, navigate 
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a whole new 
mobile gaming 
experience 

location, and 
time 

11. Ho et al., 
(2012) 

AR Intelligence 
Matrix Learning- 
GoGoBox 

Text and 2D graphics 
design. 

Time, level, and 
points 

12. Lindeman & 
Lee, (2012) 

AR game, GeoBoids Video, Interactive 
maps (GPS locations), 
audio, voice 
commands, and 3D 
Graphic Design 

Navigate 
location and 
score based on 
audio level/ 
voice 
commands. 

13. Iwata et al., 
(2011) 

AR Go Text, 2D graphics 
design, recording, 
information 
animation, and sound 
effects 

Points and 
levels 

14. Juan, et al., 
(2011) 

AR Game for 
Endangered Animal 
Species 

2D Graphic Design Basic Game 
elements 
Points, and 
leaderboards 
badges. 

16. Herbst, et al., 
(2008) 

TimeWarp: 
Interactive Time 
Travel with Mobile 
AR Game 

Text, sound, fully 3D 
animation, and 
Interactive maps 

Digital objects 
and navigate 
location 

17. Henrysson et 
al., (2006) 

AR Tennis 3D modeling (Virtual 
court), 2D graphic 
design, audio, and 
video vibration haptic 
feedback 

Score and 
leaderboard 

 
Table shows examples of 17 researchers with 21 AR games that have been established for 

several purposes. In this paper more focus on MAR games design elements and the table 
shows most of the previous research used 2D graphic design, text, and interactive maps (GPS 
location) for basic elements. Meanwhile, for game design elements mostly they used to 
navigate location, points, or coins (money), and score.  
 
Conclusion  

This paper presented the 12 basic elements of mobile augmented reality and 13 games 
design elements for mobile augmented reality. This review from 17 researchers with 21 AR 
games found that the most used elements in basic elements and games design elements are 
2D graphic design, text, interactive maps (GPS location), navigate location, points or coins, 
and score.  

The significance for all these discoveries is to improve and enhance game design elements 
in mobile augmented reality. These outcomes can give benefits to MAR game’s company, AR 
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designers or educators to use appropriate design elements in early phase of development 
process in creating MAR game design. 
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